OAT/PROGRAMMING MEETING

April 17, 2017

1:00pm

Round-Up Room

In attendance: Keith Fowler, Chair; Maggie Wright, Sherry Hayes, Kurt Hauswirth, Linda
Marek, Glen Hagy, John Ereth, Bill Persson, Bob Drabik, Stephanie Rogall, Linda Campbell,
Chuck Gawle
This symbol >>>> indicates action required
Guests: Keith introduced Terry Porter and his wife Claire Hutchinson. Terry has a record label,
Flat Rock Records and Claire is a scriptwriter with a movie coming out 4-22, “Lucky’s
Treasure”. Terry brought a copy of a country music show, he thought would be good to re-play
in total as a special show during a country hour format. Terry offered to possibly sponsor Glen
Hagy’s show and based on the record’s sales, donate a portion back to the broadcast club.
>>>Glen will contact Terry outside this meeting for more details and get back with the group to
further proceed.
Thanks to Maggie for the two PSA’s for Community Chat. Keith is producing for scheduling
next week.
Discussion continues regarding Sub-Committee’s for this group.
>>>Need to check script for Community Fund. It probably needs to be re-recorded.
Chuck brought in some “clickers” to assist with recording and editing recordings. Keith bought
one ($1.50) to keep in Studio B for use. Anyone else is welcome to purchase from Chuck.
Sample of Maggie’s song list to show group.
>>>We do need album listed as shown on this example. Keep these as you do them on a
dedicated thumb drive that can be downloaded at studio when ready to collect.
>>>Kurt is going to write up a procedure with the steps to accomplish this into an excel file. If
you don’t know which album a song came from, Keith demonstrated “Music DNA”, a free app
on your phone, that listens to the song and then provides all the detailed info on song.
Linda M. met with some folks whose services might be something we want to do a PSA on. She
provided the info to Marketing for their review and further follow-up.
It was noted that Community Events on our website is now gone and has been for about two
months.
Kurt heard, “Cinderella”, by Firefall and wondered if appropriate for our play. It is a mainstream
played song, so for now, we’ll keep. He also has on-line access to some country “unreleased”
music if anyone is interested in using.
Meeting adjourned 1:35pm
Next Meeting, Monday, April 24, 2017, 1:00pm, Stampede Room

